USGBC Florida's Simple Blog Rules

Help us make the USGBC Florida Blog a great destination for quality information and opinions about our niche -- green building and sustainability.

Respect our audience. And play nice.

Cite or link to sources.

Proofread. Know won appreecetes bad righting and pour grammarica.

Tell a story. A USGBC Florida Blog post needs a beginning, a middle and an end.

Provide accurate, up-to-date information. We want our audience to trust us.

Send us a "commercial" and it will go out with Wednesday's recycling, never to be seen online.

We reserve the right to edit articles for style and grammar. If there are any significant structural and/or factual issues, we will discuss proposed changes with the author. We're good at this and you’ll appreciate our editorial assistance!

Lastly, all submissions must be approved by USGBC Florida staff before they're considered for posting to our Blog. The call on posting or not is solely USGBC Florida's call. Moreover, USGBC Florida reserves the right to remove Blog posts/comments if, again in our sole discretion, content is deemed inappropriate.

Blog on, USGBCers!